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1- CONTEXT AND KEY OBJECTIVE OF THE PROJECT 

 Forest management and forest revenue system administration in 
Nigeria: characterized by illegal and uncontrolled legal logging.  

 Illegal and uncontrolled logging contributed to deforestation and 
forest degradation in the country (400,000 Ha. or 3.5% annually)  

 Illegal logging and timber movement arising from unhealthy 
forestry fiscal policies in different States have resulted in : 

 multiple taxation system,  

 illegal timber extractors insatiable for logs to maximize profits; 

 missed industry development opportunities 

 loss of biodiversity and global warming.  

 Objective of the Study: determine the extent of illegal logging in 
the timber producing States in Nigeria thereby aiding planning for 
sustainable forest management in preparation for VPA. 



2- MAIN RESULTS  

 The Consultants’ initial estimate (75%) of illegal timber 
production in Nigeria was revised downwards to 51% by 
National Experts at the final stakeholders workshop.  

 

 This estimate is predicated on the Paper Definition of legality – 
i.e. license issued and tax paid. 

 

 The estimate is comparable with previous estimates of illegality 
ranging from 40% to 62.5% of formal timber flows. 

 

 The degree of illegality is generally far greater for timber flow 
through the chain saw logging flitch supply chain. 

  



3- LESSONS LEARNED 

 Wood-based industry in Nigeria: inefficient, small-scale fixed sawmills and 
carpentry workshops, mostly processing low-cost public timber, majority of 
which are illegally harvested. 

 

 Official statistics on legal production and trade of timber and timber 
products exist but accuracy and relevance are based on lower level data 
collection at State level.  

 

 Official forestry statistics are not sufficient to support estimates of illegal 
timber flows. 

 

 Previous studies have highlighted the high levels of illegality “below the 
radar”, either those entering small sawmills or through the informal “flitch” 
timber trade.  

 

 

  



3- LESSONS LEARNED CONTD 

 Current study on timber flows showed that half of the 
respondents did not perceive any illegality at all and 85% thought 
illegality was less than a quarter. 

 Logging illegality arises upstream in the supply chains. 

 The paper legality system, which is based on hammer marks on 
felled logs, reaches only to the point of log breakdown – this 
system is easily corrupted and difficult to police. 

 Thereafter, traceability is weak, and movement controls are 
aimed at revenue raising rather than forest management.  

 Sustainability or allowable cut are not directly assessed when 
issuing licences. 

 Quasi-legal de-reserving of State Forest Reserves  (+ forest 
encroachment )  

 

 

 



4- IMPACTS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROJECT 

 The project helped to create awareness among a broad 
range of stakeholders in the wood-based industries on 
the need to embrace forest certification as the basis for 
wood export to EU countries (meetings, workshop and 
field level contacts). 

 Platform for dialogue on the mechanisms for the 
implementation of the EU Timber Regulation was 
established. 

 Increased consciousness on the need to address 
inefficiencies, value addition and improve transparency 
in the international timber market was engendered.  

 

 

 



5- RECOMMENDATIONS 

 Comprehensive Forestry Legal Review   
 - Need to review all state forestry laws at once, with a view to addressing new  
  challenges, ensuring mutual compatibility and synchrony with federal law. 

 Forest Management Diagnostics & Upgrading  
 - Review the status of original forest management systems, and provide for their  
  upgrading to meet modern challenges. 

 Forest Management Information Systems at State Level  
 - Need to undertake field data collection, analysis and interpretation as part of a  
  management planning exercise 

 Building Alternative Forest Livelihoods  
 -  Explore employment and value-added opportunities in forest areas for growing  

  SMEs as a basis for a well regulated flitch logging trade. 

 Pilot Certification Scheme  
 - Need for a certification scheme or VPA process in order to assist Nigeria to adjust 
  to more stringent timber export restriction imposed by the EU from March 2013 

 



6- NEXT STEPS 
  Recognition of Nigeria as a Timber Importer 

 - Unsatisfied domestic demand for timber; driver of deforestation and forest   
 degradation in W/A  

 Changing Forest Conditions  

 - the traditional logging model is in terminal decline; flitch chainsaw logging is  
 expanding; platform for Community-Based Forest Management  to thrive. 

 Legality and Change  

 - forest legality governed by whether forest taxation revenue is levied does not  
 have regard to issues of good forest practices or sustainability. 

 Forest Management partially abandoned  

 - forest management planning has become non-existent; e.g. block area control,  
 felling cycles and allowable cuts have been discarded 

 Institutional Capacity shortages  

 - The service is top-heavy with older work-force, need for recruitment and   
 training younger men and women 

 Civil Society and Communities  

 - Lack of advocacy or activist groups to confront corrupt practices in the sector. 

  



7- CONCLUSIONS 

To curb illegality in the wood export business:- 
 There is need to establish an omnibus body (e.g. a National Technical 

Committee or a National Forest Council) to coordinate and/or provide 
oversight on forest certification, continuous data collection, processing 
and dissemination, mobilize funding support, trade and market 
development and capacity building at all levels to enhance sfm. 

 Additional support would be needed to improve forest governance 
structures and address issues of corruption in the forestry sector.   

 Need for joint public-private learning projects and community 
involvement in forest management.  

 Government at Federal and State levels need to undertake fundamental 
policy and legal review of the forest sector to chart the course that will 
stabilise forest loss, support livelihoods, supply the domestic market with 
timber and maintain forest cover for conservation and climate change 
objectives.  
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